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FOCUS AREAS

Corporate

Digital Health

Electronic Gaming

Technology Transactions

EXPERIENCE

Mary O'Brien is an associate in the technology transactions practice in Wilson Sonsini Goodrich &
Rosati’s Palo Alto office. She focuses her practice on intellectual property, licensing, and commercial
transactions. Her practice covers a wide range of activities related to the commercialization of
technology, such as strategic commercial transactions, financings, and mergers and acquisitions.

Mary has advised clients ranging from cutting edge start-ups all the way to leading global enterprises
across a wide range of technology-focused industries, including video games, digital health, artificial
intelligence, software, SaaS, digital entertainment, consumer internet and mobile apps, and smart
home devices.

Additionally, Mary provides counsel for numerous pro bono clients including asylum cases, U-Visas,
food sustainability, and women empowerment. She has received the John Wilson award, given to
attorneys who demonstrate a sustained commitment to the firm's pro bono clients and handle
significant responsibility on pro bono matters.

Mary leads and hosts the firm's electronic gaming group's podcast where she interviews attorneys of
the firm about issues arising in the gaming industry.

In law school, Mary was the co-founder of the First Generation Professionals, and she advised a
variety of corporate clients as part of the University of Chicago Corporate Lab.

CREDENTIALS

Education
J.D., University of Chicago Law School, 2019
B.S., Florida State University, 2016
Summa Cum Laude

Admissions
State Bar of California

INSIGHTS

Select Publications

Co-author, “Do's and Don’ts for Developing, Extending, and Using Generative AI Models,” The
Computer & Internet Lawyer, May 2, 2023
Co-author, "FDA Regulation of Wellness Devices," Digital Health Report, Q2 2021
Co-author, "Employer Vaccination Programs: Wielding Carrots and Sticks," Daily Journal, March
22, 2021
Co-contributor, 2019 Silicon Valley 150 Corporate Governance Report, March 2020
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